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1: How to Sell Yourself in a 60 Second Interview | www.enganchecubano.com
To create your 60 Second Sell, analyze the job duties the employer wants accomplished, and then select your top five
selling points -- your strongest abilities to do the job. Link these five points together using a few sentences that can be
spoken in 60 seconds.

I set up a simple reporting system for him so his numbers are always up to date, and he can do future
forecasting for his business. A great lead for me is a trade professional. Elevator Speech Example for an Artist
Representative I represent a lot of different types of artists, so let me share a recent client success. I walked in
and talked to an owner of multiple car lots who needed someone to provide updated pictures of the cars and
trucks he has in stock. I connected him with a photographer who does exquisite work with car and truck
photos, and he now has pictures that match the look and feel of his car lots, plus he has a one-stop-shop for
keeping the photos up to date. Example Elevator Pitch for a Business Coach When was the last time you
printed out and saved a thank-you email? I was at a trade show recently and took digital pictures of the booths
of my prospects. When I got back to the office I sent each one a thank you card with a picture of their booth on
it. When I stopped by for a sales call a few weeks later, the card was proudly displayed on their desk. Example
Elevator Speech for a Business Lawyer I have a broad business practice so let me give you an example. I was
working with a guy who originally called me to handle a trademark matter which we took care of. I worked
with him to create non-compete and non-disclosure agreements to protect his intellectual property and his
business. As you may know, business owners frequently sign a personal guarantee to get funding to start their
business. I was representing a lender who was enforcing a guarantee against a guy whose business had failed.
Example Elevator Statement for Commercial Real Estate I have a broad based practice, so let me give you a
specific example. I was called in four months before the grand opening of the Ritz Carleton in Boston to
transition it from construction project to operating hotel. While four months is not usually enough time for this
type of project, I hired and trained the staff such as concierges and doormen, wrote the operating manuals on
what to say and how to dress, and made sure that the hotel, theater, and retail space systems all worked
smoothly together. The hotel opened on time. A property and casualty insurance broker referred us to a person
company that was buying themselves out of their New York parent. In creating their benefits from scratch we
had to make sure that their employees were educated about and comfortable with the new packages, and
ensure that the company staffed up to prepare for administering those benefits. We took them through our 2
month process and rolled out their new benefits plan smoothly and on time. I met someone at a party recently
who was in so much debt he was having trouble paying his monthly bills. Sample Elevator Pitch for an HR
Professional I have a broad range of experience, so let me tell you about my best project. When I joined as an
HR manager they were losing engineers left and right and having trouble attracting top engineers fast enough
to keep their teams productive. I implemented a series of recruiting strategies like having our executives give
talks at premier engineering colleges and conducting informal referral get togethers. Sample Elevator Speech
for an Interior Designer I work with people who are renovating their bathrooms. I create shower enclosures,
sinks, and backsplashes made entirely of glass. I found a vendor and implemented a technology solution that
documents driver activity so the supervisors could hold them accountable for hours worked. Personal Elevator
Pitch for a Job Seeker: I was working for a large pharmaceutical company with their validation engineers to
validate the equipment and processes in their new lab. I call it the Willy Wonka job because there was no
standing around. I was constantly moving drums, climbing ladders, pumping solutions through pipes and
running around liter reactors. Elevator Speech Template for a Job Seeker: HR Do you mind if I give you a
quick example of my work? I was hiring a new GM for the primary condominiums at the Ritz Carleton. Half
way through an interview with one candidate I told him that I thought he would be better off at a hiring and
training company. He agreed that he liked to mentor people and set up systems and processes so I referred him
to another job I knew about where he is now happy and successful. I was working with a client recently whose
husband announced that he had a girlfriend and wanted a divorce. Rather than staying mad, she joined my
coaching program and took charge of the situation. She kicked him out, changed the locks, filed for divorce,
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and ended up saving the marriage. Sales Speech Example for a Mortgage Broker How many of you know the
current interest rate for a residential home loan? Your final rate depends on your credit cards, student and car
loans, and type of loan you want. For example, are you refinancing at a lower rate? Are you a first time home
buyer? Are you taking cash out of your home? So just so you know, if you call me today and ask for my
interest rate, I would first have to sit down with you and find out the answers to these questions. Example of
an Elevator Pitch for Project Management Let me give you an example of one of my most successful projects.
I was leading a virtual team across 3 competing companies in a project mandated by the European Regulatory
Agency. My role was to plan and lead the monthly meetings where we decided how to test and validate our
methods and where the labs compared their data. I was the project manager for an Oracle EBiz upgrade which
included both functionality and hardware for high availability. I coordinated the huge testing effort that
included QA, the User Community, engineering, and server developers. I am happy to report that we finished
on time and released to our users as planned, and my manager commented that it was one of the smoothest
executed projects ever done by our company. Let me share a recent example. I was doing a walk through with
a client and realized that he was so overwhelmed by the other details that he had overlooked a critical issue:
His oil furnace was a fire hazard. If you would like a free report with 29 tips for getting your home sold fast
and for top dollar , you can visit the reports section of my website: The Marine Corps of Southern CA came to
us because they were under a direct order to increase delivery of energy through renewable resources. They
had a marginal goal in their RFP, and instead of the few kilowatts required I was able to deliver over 10
megawatts within the existing project budget. Obviously they were thrilled to get a thousand times more
energy than they were expecting from their budget. I was working with one of the big four consulting
companies which was curious about how senior managers view risk management. My job was to recruit 75
C-Level executives from Fortune companies to speak with us about how they view risk management today,
what they see as the emerging risks, and which services would be most valuable now and in the future. We
successfully found and interviewed 75 executives despite a very tight timeline. I joined a show that had
lackluster ratings and no social media presence. My name is Beatriz and I make TV news shows profitable.
More Examples Elevator Pitch Template for a Website Designer The Metro West Symphony came to me
recently because their old website held dynamic data about their rehearsal and concert schedules, and they
needed their website designer to make the updates every time the schedule changed. I created a new website
and now the board members can make these changes themselves, saving them both time and money. Then you
know that the process can be slow and daunting to say the least. We specialize in federal contracting for
government agencies. We establish long term strategic alliances and are direct distributors of emergency
cardio and injectable drugs for fire and rescue departments, lab equipment, supplies and instruments for waste
water treatment, and forensic tools for police departments. We are a minority, woman-owned wholesale
distributor who has been in business since We are currently interviewing for an IT consultant who will
increase our capacity and position our company for growth through partnerships, subcontracting, and Federal
GSA contracting. A great referral for us is a fire or police department that wants a nimble and responsive
wholesale distributor to supply their emergency response teams and detective bureaus.
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2: How to Sell Yourself in a 60 Second Interview | Career Trend
When you have less than 60 seconds to pitch yourself, you have to regard yourself as a brand. Brands don't simply tell;
brands show. Cut out the superfluous and get to the crux of what you offer in a bare bones approach that portrays your
individual brand in the right light.

The problem is, there are only so many networking lunches and coffees a person can have before they run out
of steam. One of the best ways to use LinkedIn to find a job is to use your college affiliation to help smooth
the way. Here are some quick tips on how to connect with people who attended your college or university:
Connect with your alumni group. Virtually every college and university in the world has one or more. Just go
to the Groups Directory and search for the name of any educational institutions you attended. For instance,
join a discussion of fellow alums talking about your industry, comment on an article someone has posted or
introduce yourself to the Group Manager, who is often a representative of the Alumni Association often a very
connected and helpful person. You can also start your own discussion, perhaps posting an article with a few
personal comments or posing a question to group members. Or, you can introduce yourself and your goals:
Use the LinkedIn Alumni tool. The LinkedIn Alumni tool provides you with information about where your
fellow alums work, what they do and where they live. The tool pre-fills the years you attended a school listed
on your LinkedIn profile and shows you the classmates who attended at the same time. For a broader search,
you can enter additional graduation years. The tool helps you narrow your vast alumni network to those who
live in Atlanta and work in public relations. LinkedIn Alumni will show you the exact profiles of the alums
who fit all of your criteria. Considering a move to Phoenix? It turns out a woman named Jennifer Barr was
there at the same time I was. So, Jennifer and I have Oxford, social media and speaking in common. During
the same search, I noticed that a gentleman named Ed Simnett is a mobile and technology executive working
in the San Francisco Bay Area. My second book, Go Mobile, is about mobile marketing. So, Ed and I have
Oxford and mobile marketing in common, which means I have another person to reach out to on LinkedIn.
And so on and so on. Connect with your fellow alums. While there are no guarantees, fellow alums are more
likely to reply to a networking request than random strangers , because you share a common experience.
Ideally, your message will mention your alumni connection early on. Remember, you never want to sound
desperate and you never want to ask directly for a job or to send a resume. The goal here, as with any good
networking message, is to establish rapport and ask for general information and advice. Connecting on
LinkedIn via mobile device. More importantly, use the app! If so, mention them in the interview The bottom
line on using LinkedIn to find a job. LinkedIn is a terrific tool that can be used in a variety of ways. Those are
just a few of the ways people are using LinkedIn to look for a job. What are some of your favorite LinkedIn
tips and techniques? Let us know in the comments section below.
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3: How to Answer Tough Interview Questions in 60 Seconds
How to get hired in 60 seconds or Less! (Key-points taken from 60 Seconds and You're Hired! by Robin Ryan) The job
market is increasingly competitive and keeping the attention of recruiter for.

He told us a story of his brave twin sister who went missing while spying in a nearby bandit camp. He said
that while these circumstances are far from perfect, they were in face meaning to contact us eventually and
meet us. He believes his sister was discovered and is currently held captive in that amp. He has a few men, but
he could use all the help he can get. Should we help him out? Although he hopes we would meet in different
circumstances, he could really use our help now. The mission is rescuing his twin sister who went missing
while trying to infiltrate a nearby bandit camp. He promises it will be worth our while. He seems to trust us
fully and is very friendly, but obviously concerned. He asks that we come to his aid in his hour of need and
really good things might happen to us if we manage to succeed. We found the girl, threw her a weapon and
fought off the bandits guarding the exit. Siblings were happy to be reunited, but also very confused â€” turns
out the bandit leader is actually their father! Anyway, they were really thankful and promised to contact us
again, soon. These people are completely irresponsible. At least not today. They got themselves in trouble,
they can get themselves out of it. Someone drew out a route and marked a spot at the end of it, maybe there are
supplies hidden there? Should we check it out? It was a very crude map of our town and one place was marked
with an X. Shall we go and check? The spot marked a small hiding place and we found some useful supplies
there. More importantly though, it was successfull [sic] and we managed to find a small package! Whatever is
in it will definitely prove useful. We were afraid the map was a trap, leading us straight into a camp full of
bandits, but it turned out to be true! At the end of the path we found some supplies that might be helpful to us.
The world is crazy enough as it is. Maybe someone else will be bold enough to try. Will it lead to some kind
of treasure? It might be worth sending someone to find out. Someone has added a pointer to a location near us.
What would we find there? It appeared as if someone had hidden something in the area and provided
directions to it! Should we send someone to investigate? We discovered two food cans! After an hour of
digging at the local park, or rather what was left of it, we came across a working flashlight. Just what we
needed! They brought us to an old tree with a hollow in its trunk, which contained a set of checkers. We found
nothing and only wasted our afternoon running around. What would be buried there, if anything at all? Half a
dozen bottle caps? Clearly not worth the risk. It sounds like a herd of animals are stampeding just above our
heads, across what used to be our beautiful lawn. They are not getting away with that! It might be a perfect
opportunity to get some fresh food. Who should go hunting? Our guess is that were a zoo escape and the
animals are stampeding up there. It might be a good chance to hunt some fresh food, who should go outside?
Every shot we fired in the direction of those animals that looked like two-headed cows, was a miss. What if
these are not your average animals, but mutant spider-lions or worse? Unlike the leaving the shelter events or
the using items events, those two choices are always present and the player is able to make the desired choice
regardless of conditions. We already got ourselves our very own fallout garden! How about that, should we
prepare a mushroom feast today? Food shortage is no laughing matter, so maybe it would be a good idea to
grab a mushroom bite or two. Should we eat them? Our only concern is that they were glowing in the dark
Wall fungus is one of them. She clearly misses her music lessons â€” she keeps humming her favourite
classical pieces, immitating [sic] the sound of tuba [sic]. She said she would die for a chance to play it again If
this would help to bring a smile to her weary face, maybe we should consider letting her out for a short walk
around the house above? If she hid it well, maybe her tuba is still safe somewhere in the ruins of our house. A
reminder of her hobbies and what life used to be might cheer her up a bit and make this situation easier for her.
Should we let her out for a quick look around the house? A compact shelter has little to offer for a boy with
legs that are way too long for it. Should we risk his life and send him for a short walk? That what a responsible
parent would do, right? He was always a wild one. He really misses that. He asked if he could go out to the
surface, even for a short while, this sounds highly dangerous and irresponsible. We would gladly jump at a
chance to get him some fresh air, though we are worried the exposure to radioactivity out there will effectively
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ruin his fun by turning him into a terrifying mutant. Should we let Timmy out? What else could we do? And
no, chewing your own foot is not a convincing argument either! Should we let those clowns in? They might
provide some quality entertainment! It was played by someone who was clearly not a trumpet player, and who
had probably never heard a trumpet player in his entire life. Should we let them in? Yet this is exactly what
happened. They gave us a first aid kit, and we spent a lovely afternoon together dancing and singing. They
told us that we deserve better, and so they shared their supplies with us. They gave us a few water bottles, and
spent some time telling us stories from the wasteland. Quite a few of stories, in fact. They grabbed a few
things and left. They sounded harmless enough, but can harmless people be trusted in these troubled times?
DLC These entries involve three distinct situations under one umbrella: The family can ponder attacking each
of these groups only once meaning a total of three of these events will occur in one playthrough. Some of the
Yes results vary, but many of them and the No results overlap. Answering Yes to any of them earns an
Achievement and restricts the player from being rescued by the twins, as the twins are vehemently anti-bandit
and do not wish to associate with them. A bloody handprint will appear on the shelter wall above the rifle.
They must have some supplies and in our opinion, we need them more. The well-being of your family is the
most important thing in the world You can almost smell the desperation in the shelter. We know a teacher
from a local school rescued a bunch of kids when the bomb fell. Should we reclaim them in our hour of need?
Time to do something about it. If only there was something we could do about it We know the lock is broken
and we saw her restocking the shelter before the bomb fell. Should we go and check it out? We know for a fact
that one of our neighbors had a shelter with a broken trap door and there might be some supplies inside. Were
sure that group will do just fine
4: Examples of a 30 or Second Elevator Pitch | ImprovAndy
1. Why you left your last job. Maybe the answer is as simple as your company was downsizing, but if you left in order to
challenge yourself further or pursue more meaningful work, try saying something that emphasizes some skill or
experience you wanted to develop professionally.

5: How to Use LinkedIn to Find a Job
Title: Get A Job In 60 www.enganchecubano.com Author: Book PDF Subject: Free Download Get A Job In 60 Seconds
Book PDF Keywords: Free DownloadGet A Job In 60 Seconds Book PDF, read, reading book, free, download, book,
ebook, books, ebooks, manual.

6: List of Events | 60 Seconds! Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The trick, of course, is to make sure you go into your 60s with a plan for transitioning to semi-retirement on your own
terms. Take these steps to make it a smooth process.

7: 60 Second Job Search Guide - Jobable Blog
You know what a TV commercial isâ€”a quick (15 to 60 seconds) snippet of advertising designed to remind (or
introduce) you to brands and help you associate certain characteristics with a product.

8: Numerology Quiz To Find Your Dream Job - mindbodygreen
A recent Bankrate survey found that nearly 4 in 10 Americans have a second paying gig, and they rake in nearly $ a
month on average. You can get a piece of that, too.

9: 60 Seconds and You're Hired! by Robin Ryan
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A "Me in 30 Seconds" statement is a simple way to present to someone else a balanced understanding of who you are.
It piques the interest of a listener who invites you to "Tell me a little about yourself," and it provides a brief and
compelling answer to the question "Why should I hire you?".
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